282	PUNCTUATION
26.	What is the difference, whether land and sea interact, and worlds
revolve and intermingle without number or end,—deep yawning under
deep, and galaxy balancing galaxy, throughout absolute space,—or,
whether . . .—emehson.  (Remove both commas, and place one after
the second dash)
A protest must next be made against the compositor's super-
stition embodied in Beadnell's words: As the dash in this case
supplies the place of the parenthesis, strictly speaking, the gram-
matical point should follow the last dash; but as this would have
an unsightly appearance, it is always placed before it. This
unsightliness is either imaginary or at most purely conventional,
and should be entirely disregarded. The rules will be (i) For
the single dash: Since the dash is on any view either a correc-
tion of or an addition to the stop that would have been used
if dashes had not existed, the dash will always stand after the
stop. (2) For the double dash or brackets: There will be one
stop or none according to the requirements of the principal
sentence only; there will never be two stops (apart, of course,
from internal ones); if there is one, it will stand before the first
or after the last dash or bracket according as the parenthesis
belongs to the following or the preceding part of the principal
sentence. It may be added that it is extremely rare for the paren-
thesis to belong to the last part, and therefore for the stop to be
rightly placed before it. In the following example constructed
for the occasion it does so belong; but for practical purposes the
rule might be that if a stop is required it stands after the second
dash or bracket.
27.	When I last saw him, (a singular fact) his nose was pea-green.
3. Common misuses.
a. If two single independent dashes are placed near each
other, still more if they are in the same sentence, the reader
naturally takes them for a pair constituting a parenthesis, and
has to reconsider the sentence when he finds that his first reading
gives nonsense. We refer back to example 23. But this indis-
cretion is so common that it is well to add some more. The

